
Our company is hiring for a marketing student. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for marketing student

Vendor communication and coordination
Ad hoc tasks in Product Marketing and Product Management
You will be responsible for creating online marketing campaigns and banners
for desktop, mobile, and tablet devices and you participate actively in the
marketing campaign planning
You work closely together with graphic designers to ensure enhancing and
engaging content for our marketing campaigns
In addition to the online and mobile campaigns you will also set up email
campaigns
You systematically gather and analyze the results of the marketing activities
and use this knowledge to improve the future campaigns
You support us in the preparation of weekly metrics reports and gather
product/customer analysis to improve the performance of our products
Implement the student marketing plan - whether this is organising events,
managing student ambassadors, launching student media plans or optimising
digital channels to target students
Help develop the student rider proposition - understanding what is important
to students and ensuring our proposition meets these needs to successfully
acquire and retain student riders
Be responsible for a team of student ambassadors including recruiting,
training, scheduling & reporting
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Real campaign execution, events management, demand generation and
support for internal promotions
Increased responsibility – become a project lead for campaigns / events
Enhance organisational skills through event planning and co-ordination
Opportunity to express ideas and contribute to the organisation, seeing real
results
French native speaker (or similar level!) with excellent writing skills and fluent
in English
Affinity for details and an analytical mindset and ability to present analytics
along with solid knowledge of Excel


